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JMS Multisites version 1.2.33 is now partially compatibility with Joomla 1.6
beta 5.
  

It is now possible install JMS Multisites on joomla 1.6 beta 5.
We still consider this JMS Multisites version as an alpha version for joomla 1.6 even if this is the
same stable code used with joomla 1.5.
The reason is that Joomla has changed plenty API that sometimes require that we implement
specific things for joomla 1.6.
For the moment, it is possible :

    
    -  to install JMS Multisites on joomla 1.6 beta 5  
    -  to create "fresh" slave site and install extension from the slave site. You can NOT uninstall
an extension.   
    -  to replicate existing slave site  
    -  to display the extension installed (JMS Tools). The installation from JMS tools does not
work.   

  You can use the same zip file for the installation on Joomla 1.5 or 1.6  Front-end website
creation
  

Add a check when an alias link is already present on the disk with another value.
In this case this report an error and the slave site is not created.

  Bundled with JMS Multisites Patch definition version 1.2.39
  Add/modify patches
    
    -  Fix the patch for Community Builder 1.2.3 that moved some code into another source.

If you try install the previous patch on CB 1.2.3, this result by the uninstall of all the
patches.

So it is required to use the JMS Multisites patch definition 1.2.39 or higher with CB 1.2.3.  

    
    -  Add patch for CssJsCompress.  

    
    -  Fix the patch for the Sermon Speaker 3.4.1.

In fact with version 3.4.1, the patch is no more required. Now they save the configuration
into the DB.   

  Add JMS Tools (install) definitions for :
    
    -  Annonces,   
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    -  CssJsCompress,   
    -  Djf Acl,   
    -  EstateAgent,   
    -  jSecure Authentication,   
    -  MooFAQ  
    -  QuickContent,   
    -  PU Arcade,   
    -  AjaxChat,   
    -  Add also some plugin for JomSocial 1.8.3  

  Add sharing definition for:
  Following sharing are considered as "candidate for sharing". They need more feedback and
validation from the customer who request them.            
    -   Annonces,  
    -  JVideo,   
    -  PU Arcade,   
    -  AjaxChat  
    -  JEvent with default excluded.  
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